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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
We’ve done it – we’ve survived another year of
teaching. All we have to do now is hunker down, study,
and pray that we don’t get absolutely destroyed by
exams. Easier said than done, but hey, we can only try
our best. It has certainly been a… year.
A big thank you to the Nose to Tail team this year who
so valiantly managed to send me in their articles given
my extremely short deadline… I think I have my New
Year’s resolution already lined up.
Nevertheless, I hope you enjoy reading 2020’s final issue
of Nose to Tail, and we will be seeing you again in the
next year!

Cheers!
Julia Burton + the Nose to Tail team

from the

PRESIDENT

2020 - WHAT A YEAR IT HAS BEEN!!!
We started the year normally, before the world turned upside
down! Covid-19 hit us hard this year, and affected us all in
different, far reaching ways. Through all the turmoil, there was
one constant that continued to bolster me. That was the
resilience, camaraderie and sense of community that I have seen
everybody display.
I have always wanted to be President of MUVSA. I wanted to
represent all of you, and make sure everyone had not only the
best time while going through vet school, but that we all had the
necessary tools before we went out into the world to survive and
thrive. This year was not at all what I was prepared for, and I
would be lying if I said I didn’t struggle. There were things I wanted
to achieve, but between building remodels and Covid my focus
was forced elsewhere. As disappointing as it was to not push some
of the things I wanted to get done, I hope that we have gotten it
started and moving in the direction I had envisioned, with the
inclusion the Alumni Relations Officer, Sustainability Liaison and
the Wellbeing Officer into the MUVSA structure.
I’m not ashamed to say that there were times this year that I felt
overwhelmed by the pressure, but ultimately I knew that this was
ok because I had an amazing MUVSA Executive team to help with
the load and be my rocks through it all. I need to say that I am so
grateful for Shresta Maharaj, Shannon Cassidy, Tatjana Wagner,
Nadine Hartley, Hannah Martin, Elisa Kostenbader, Chris Riddell,
Sarah Hofmann, Olivia Wilbourne, Con Tencate, Alessia Morel and
all the wonderful class reps who stepped it up this year!
All in all, while it wasn’t the year I expected, I don’t regret
anything about the year we got. I came in feeling excited about
the year ahead, and as I leave MUVSA exec, I feel so proud to have
had the opportunity to represent such an amazing cohort of my
fellow peers!
Good luck for the years ahead!

Maithreyi

Captivating images scrolling across the big screen. Drinks, snacks, prizes and good
company - welcome to the Massey Student Wildlife Conservation Club (MSWCC)
photography awards for 2020.
This semester, the MSWCC provided an exciting new opportunity for club members and
non-members alike to get involved with the group and with their own natural environment
by implementing a photography competition. Photographs entered for judging were voted
on and then presented at the awards ceremony where the top twelve photographs were
revealed.
Every stunning shot exhibited at the awards night elicited a “wow” of amazement from the
crowd, but it was not until the champion image was revealed that jaws dropped in awe. I
could attempt to describe the pure beauty of this winning photograph, but as they say, a
picture speaks a thousand words - so have a look for yourself. Perhaps some of the other
remarkable top twelve entries will have you whispering a hushed “wow” under your breath
too. So please, peruse the photos and read about the behind-the-scenes details of some of
these incredible moments.
8th equal – Bryony Griffiths

- Bianca Mercer

8th equal – Bryony Griffiths

3rd equal – Chinmay Joshi

6th – Emma Keat

7th – Lauryn Somerville

Don’t miss out on securing your own copy of these
winning photographs by purchasing the MSWCC 2021
calendar going on sale later this year. To keep up to date
on more club activities and talks check out the “Massey
Student Wildlife Conservation Club” Facebook page.

2nd – Kaitlyn Bish

4th equal - Chinmay Joshi

3rd equal – Rachel Foote

3rd equal – Katy Seddon

5th - Maithreyi Sundaresan
4th equal- Alexandra Egan

Massey Student
Wildlife Conservation
Club (MSWCC)
photography awards 2020
3rd place equal – Rachel Foote – King penguins Macquarie Island.
“There was no doubt about why Macquarie Island had
been made into an UNESCO World Heritage Site.”

1st place – Kelsey Thomas – Horseshoe Falls –
Tasmania, Australia.
"This photo was taken at Horseshoe Falls in Tasmania, Australia, a
few years ago. As an undergraduate, I was privileged to be a part of
my university's exchange student program and spent a semester at
James Cook University in Townsville, Queensland. This tiki tour to
Tasmania was my last trip before heading back home to New York.
Our tour group went on a beautiful walk through the forest and I
remember being in awe by the complete difference of the forest
make-up compared to back home. It was truly like nothing I had
ever seen before. The lighting was perfect and we had plenty of
time to stare at the waterfall's beauty, allowing me to snap this
photo."
3rd place equal - Chinmay Joshi – “Quenching
Moment” - Tadoba Andhari Tiger Reserve, India.
“That day, a tigress took her cubs to the water hole for a drink,
followed by a dip that soaked her worries for a moment. She was
on a vigil, looking out for any danger to her cubs. The cubs, on
the other hand, were curious, staring every now and then at the
tourists. Very few tigers now remain in their natural habitat,
facing a high risk of extinction.”
3rd place equal – Orangutan and her baby - Katy
Seddon – Sabah, Borneo.
“Nothing better than seeing a rehabilitated Bornean Orangutan
(saved from being a child's toy when she was 4 months old) now
living life to the fullest in the wild, with a fully wild baby.”

“As our captain eased our 71m icebreaker into the
sheltered waters in the lee of Macquarie Island, and dawn
broke, we awoke in another world. King, Royal, and
Gentoo penguins surrounded the boat in numbers I didn't
know were possible. The sky was alive with the silhouettes
of albatross and petrels and their prehistoric-like
wingspans. I don't mean just a few seagulls at the beach, I
mean countless giant birds all vying for space in the sky.
Stepping onto the beach I had no idea what direction to
look in first. We walked right into the life of 600, 000 King
penguins and just as many Royals. The best part was that
the locals didn't seem to mind our presence as long as we
gave them right of way.
We continued up the beach to the permanently manned
research base for breakfast, where we chatted with the
local scientists about ecology, geology and meteorology.
The taxidermy rabbits in the food hall told a story of
another, not so distant, time where the local flora was all
but gone - before the world's largest pest eradication
program took place, all the way down in the middle of
nowhere. We learned of the island's passage through time:
from explorers and shipwrecks; sealers and whalers; and
now, scientists and meteorologists.
I had the privilege of visiting Australia and New Zealand's
subantarctic islands through the generosity of the Ross
family and their company, Heritage Expeditions, in the
form of the True Young Explorer Scholarship. If you are
passionate about wildlife and conservation, flora and
fauna, you will be welcomed into the family of
'ambassadors' for the subantarctic islands. All they ask of
in return is that you help to raise awareness of these
beautiful, wild places.

Details about the scholarship can be found on the Heritage
Expeditions website and will be posted on the Massey
Student Wildlife and Conservation Club Facebook page
once applications for the 2020/21 season are open.”

A THIRST FOR KNOWLEDGE
Nose to Tail’s eternally sleep deprived editor matches study spots with caffeine hits.

Library floor two

Library floor three

Great at the weekends when no one is there, but otherwise
good luck finding a decent seat unless you’re either there really
early, or really late. Also good luck if someone decides to
microwave fish in the DIY Kai zone. Good place to have a group
study session with your mates, but if you’re going solo, bring
your headphones.

Honestly this place is great. It’s like,
when you go to the third floor, you’re telling everyone
that you mean business. However, I have a lot of stuff,
and unpacking it all is a painful process. It’s so quiet up
there I feel compelled to apologize for disturbing the
peace as soon as I step inside. Kind of a weird side note,
but it smells strangely nostalgic there. Reminds me of
pre-vet where I would study until closing at 11pm. (Yeah,
I know.) Honestly, I recommend sticking around just to
hear that jaunty closing announcement tune. Makes me
feel like I’m at like, at a jungle themed mini golf course or
something.
Anyway. 8/10.

6/10 on a day when nobody’s
got leftover curry.

Best coffee pairing: A short black.
The liquid: caffeine ratio is perfect for a study week stress sesh.

The Centre
The Centre has a lovely, comforting aura. Something about the
sofas, beanbags, and the fluorescent lighting of the kitchenette just
really shouts “Community space”. So naturally, I loath being there
by myself. I feel terrible when I singlehandedly occupy a giant table
and just spread my stuff everywhere. Also, somehow, whenever I’m
there, I’m constantly worrying that I’m going to end up accidentally
sitting in on a community yoga class or something. It never
happens, but it could?
5/10 because I don’t need
the world to see
how inflexible I am.
Best coffee pairing: The instant stuff. It’s free, people.

Honorary mention: Wool building/
The coffee spot
Assert your dominance by turning up to Professional Studies
fifteen minutes late with a delicious mocha in your hand.
10/10. Nothing like that
caffeine/adrenaline hit when
you walk in and realise you’re
supposed to be doing your
simulated consults.

Best coffee pairing:
Unfortunately, no hot coffees
allowed on the third floor.
Maybe a Red Bull if you’re desperate.

Wharerata
Did you guys know this place existed? I didn’t until last
year. Folks, it’s magical. Like, hello? Did I just stumble
upon the Pemberley Estate?
If you’re the type to enjoy studying in a cafe, this
would be the place for you. Tired of Massey’s horrible
mid century vibes? Just step onto the manicured lawns
of Wharerata and perhaps you will have your mind
changed. However, if you’re like me, and you basically
need to be in a sensory deprivation tank in order to
focus, maybe not so great.
5/10. I’m not going to
tell you where it is because
finding it is fun on its own.
Best coffee pairing: A large latte that you can snap a
pic of to lie about how productive you are on your
Insta/SC stories.

An interview with

Anne Riddler

Nose to Tail’s Ashlee Larsen and Kathryn
Kortegast talk to the globe-trotting, bike riding
legend herself.

Did you always want to be largies vet? What encouraged
you to go into sheep and cattle production work?
I grew up on a sheep and beef farm so that was always my interest
and seemed like the natural route to go down. When I was
younger and knew I wanted to be a vet - I’m sure it was the same
with you guys - people would go around telling everyone: “Y’know,
Anne here wants to be a vet and work on sheep and cattle when
she’s older”, and that's just sort of the way things ended up.
You’ve worked in some really interesting places over the
years. How did you manage to come across all these
opportunities to work overseas?
The only place I have worked at outside of New Zealand was at the
Royal Veterinary College in London, but when I was there I had a
chance to be involved in some really cool research projects.
Because I worked at a university with lots of international staff, you
would be able to visit and work in countries that other people were
from. And because they were vets they would be able to show you
around; I mainly visited European countries such as Switzerland.
I’m really interested in production systems so I enjoyed being able
to look at the unique systems they had in different places.

House-holder dairy farm - Sri Lanka. The cow
is in the shed.
Where is the most interesting place you have worked in
your veterinary career?
Egypt was really interesting, especially the Nile Delta area, because
it is such a densely populated area. Before I visited there myself, I
worked with a PhD student that was from Egypt who often spoke
of the villages they had. So I had built up this vision in my mind
that it would be this bucolic, rural scene with all these little villages
spotted around the place. But in reality there are 60 million people
living in this tiny area so it is actually just a concrete jungle. You see
things like chickens and cows living in houses. People may only
own one or two cows that they milk into a bucket and then carry
down to a vendor down the road. They cut and carry everything
because they can’t have animals trampling all over the ground. This
was all really interesting to me because the Nile Delta has really
fertile land but the way they manage everything is so different to in
New Zealand.

come with their own set of problems. Although they might be
different welfare problems to ours, they can be just as dramatic. It
was really surprising to see these small farms with only fourteen or
so cows that still had major issues going on because of the farming
system they have chosen.

Charolais sandwich - Norway.Six 18-month-old
Charolais bulls living in somewhat crowded conditions.
What do you like to do in your spare time?
I’m really into mountain biking and it is definitely one of my
favourite things to do. I also enjoy spending time with family and
hanging out with my nieces and nephews.

How many bikes do two people need? The
answer = n+1.
Do you have a favourite cattle and sheep breed? If so, why
is that your favourite?
My favourite cattle breed is definitely the NZ Angus; they’re a nice
tidy breed that’s not too large. If I had to pick a favourite sheep
breed it would probably be the NZ Romney, although these days
there are lots of composites between the different breeds that are
good as well.
If you could give one piece of advice to the current
veterinary students or new grads, what would it be?
Stay open minded about your opportunities. There are so many
options you can explore with your vet degree, so if you're not
happy with what you’re doing, don’t think that you have to keep
doing it. There’s lots of chances to do things outside the box, so
don’t be afraid of taking advantage of opportunities that are a bit
new and different if things aren’t working for you the way they are.

Are there any farming or veterinary practices you have seen
overseas that you think should be brought over to NZ?
I’m sure there are; it seems arrogant to say no. My main experience
was in the UK, and farms over there have very good nutrition and
are really good at growing animals fast. NZ’s system is more
extensive with bigger blocks, so there are definitely some farms
here that could improve in the nutrition area.
With the European farms, because they are so small and
subsidised, I would’ve thought that the animal welfare standards
would’ve been much higher than ours. Especially since I do think
there is lots of room for improvement on New Zealand farms in
terms of animal welfare. But actually, those European systems

Curious ewe – Norway. Yes, they really do wear
bells!

Once Upon a time in Hollywood:

VET BALL 2020

Vet ball this year was, from what I can remember, a good time. The one event of the year that
doesn’t involve potentially offensive costumes, nudity or day drinking had at last arrived; albeit the
day after Mr Vet, which involved all three. Nonetheless, it was a treat to see my classmates all
glammed up and drunk, rather than just drunk; which is honestly a luxury at this point. Not only that,
but vet ball draws out more of our class than the other events on the calendar, such as Bar B Grog or
Skull cup. It was genuinely lovely to see more of our people at an event.
As per normal, there was the live music, which gently reassured us for another year that we were all
in the right degree – there was certainly no evidence that anyone had missed their calling in the
music industry. The fourth year dance further cemented this. They clearly hadn’t been taking notes
from the Mr Vet boys the night before, and performed a rendition of the chicken dance that can only
be described as more chicken than dance.
I genuinely did have a really great time though. It was worth the hangover, sore feet, dry cleaning
fee, and condemnation of my Facebook feed to solely profile picture updates.

Ella Donaldson

Vet ball 2020 was a resounding success with decent live music (a band with a harmonica guy who
looked like he was playing his heart out), food (I don’t really remember much about the food if I’m
being honest, but there was pavlova!) and drinks (expensive as always but what else can you expect).
Stand out moments for me were the class photos where some “risqué” scenes took place, as well as
talking to a person who lived in my flat before me, who told me that there were eleven demons
infesting the place - which is now going to make me a little bit more scared about stumbling in
drunk. Overall, it was a very enjoyable experience and I highly recommend it to anyone who is
thinking about going next year!
Amos Manktelow

Mr. VET 2020

Words by Catherine Nelson

A delicious meal, complete with ambient lighting,
origami boats and a dreamy serenade of ‘My Heart Will
Go On’ sounds like every girl’s (and guy’s) perfect date.
But no one does it like vet school...
Kicking off the night by putting Todrick Hall to shame, nine boys
took to the stage to perform their group dance. Slut drops and
twerks were rife and were carried out with such panache, they
could only have been learned from Robert Sawicki himself. His
beam of pride confirmed the theory. For once, Nick Cave asked a
question that a student could actually answer, as Ben #1 knew
exactly which S&F lecturers he would shoot, shag and shack up
with. During the solo performances, Nick became so flustered
watching Ben #1 expertly manipulate 6 balls at once and Louis’
tutu-clad derrière, he ended up in ICU. It’s alright Nick, burnout is
a common problem in vet school. Joe’s show-stopping
performance of ‘My Heart Will Go On’ wasn’t quite enough to lure
him back, but it certainly drew tears from the audience. Recorders
do that to you.
You know you’re in for a good night when Miss Universe meets
WWE. Structure and Function, Infectious, SAEMST and SPINE were
no match for Scotty and his toolkit. Even Ivayla the ice queen
couldn’t help but to be impressed with his efforts. A glowing

example of a complete and balanced diet was produced by Cat’s
catering; the highlights of which included pig trotters, AAFCO
approved cat food and of course, a healthy dose of lube, which
pleased K-Law greatly. Ivayla, much like Gareth Morgan, less than
impressed with feral Cats. Ben #2 got to play with rubber tubes,
although they appeared to be a bit longer than he was used to.
Despite the faint whiff of desperation, Danny loved Yash’s
Instagram laden paper planes, he’s all about maximising DMs per
hectare. Jack’s musical accolade soon deteriorated into some
intraclass incest, but that never takes much encouragement.
Finally, the only 5th year representative Vinnie carried his year
with pride, in a show-stopping performance of ‘Umbrella’ that had
Tom Holland’s hairs standing on end. From the audience’s
reaction, he was not the only one that was wet by the end of it.
Just as well Nick had left, or he may have ended up with unilateral
physiological muscular hypertrophy of the right biceps brachii.
The night wrapped up with a saucy swimsuit parade, that left little
to the imagination. Once the judges had stopped sweating, the
final results were in. Third went to Joe, who looked vaguely
baffled by the addition of the scores. Scotty choke-slammed
second place, while first place and the coveted Miss Universe tiara
graced the head of Vinnie! And there it was. The end of a night of
self-absorption, self-confidence and above all, self gratification.

Photos provided by Dauntless Photography

@dauntlessphotography

Dauntless Photography

Aries (Mar 21 – Apr 19)
Like a fiery ram, you are constantly
charging toward new things. Slow
down, and be careful, or you may
end up with flystrike.

Taurus (Apr 20 – May 20)
This moon phase may get you
feeling like an untrained hand up a
cow’s ass: lost, confused, and
uncomfortably warm. Don’t
hesitate to reach out and get some
clarity.

SVBS Young Vet Entrepreneur 2020
Back in August, the Student Veterinary Business Society held their inaugural Royal
Canin Young Vet Entrepreneur awards. Seven teams put their business ideas on the
line for the Massey equivalent of the “Dragon’s Den”. Over ten weeks the teams
received mentorship and a budget of $100,000 to formulate a full veterinary business
plan with financial documents.
Business ideas included “Pelion”, a vet practice that offers free online consultations,
“Companion”, an Uber for veterinary services, “All Pets”, a fully mobile mixed
practice clinic aimed at lifestyle block owners, “Fendalton Veterinarians”, a
companion animal clinic catering to affluent ‘Karens’, “Bloody Brilliant Vets”, a group
that offers in person CPD courses, and “Petflix”, a subscription based veterinary
service.
“It was an educational experience that gave us great insight into the business aspect
of a vet clinic,” said Tim Horton of All Pets. He further elaborated that it was difficult
to source some financial information due to COVID, as businesses and the mentors
were busier, making it harder to get quotes and other pieces of key information.
Top prize was awarded to Donna & The Dynamos for their business idea “Halo Vets”
– a dedicated at home euthanasia service, allowing pet owners to grieve in private
and have additional support from friends and family.
The SVBS Young Vet Entrepreneur awards was an all round great night, showcasing
the creative, thoughtful, and fun ideas that our future veterinarians have to offer.
- Jack Cameron

Gemini (May 21 – Jun 20)
Don’t take what you have for
granted. Life may not be great, but
at least you’re not the remnants
of a second-year dog cadaver.

Cancer (Jun 21 – Jul 22)
As exam season looms closer you
may feel a sense of dread creeping
up on you. Like trees… in the fog...
Our advice? Brush up on your
anatomy skills.

Leo (Jul 23 – Aug 22)
Take this time to clean out the bad
energy in your surroundings. Do
your dishes. Your flatmates will
thank you for it.

Virgo (Aug 23 – Sep 22)
An exciting encounter lies just
around the corner… Maybe pace
yourself if you’re heading to the
wetlab.

Libra (Sep 23 – Oct 22)
With enough digging, you may
discover an unexpected treasure.
A Quizlet set that has all the
answers you need, maybe.

`

Scorpio (Oct 23 – Nov 21)
Do not fall prey to that false sense
of security this cycle. How many
SPINE modules are you actually
going to get through in one week,
bud?

Sagittarius (Nov 22 – Dec 21)
There are just some days where
you feel like a FECRT: Sh*t shoved
through a sieve. But if you wait it
out, you might get some uplifting
results.

Capricorn (Dec 22 – Jan 19)
You should feel good about the
goals you’ve set for yourself. Just
make sure you keep your post
grazing residuals high enough to
meet those KPI’s in the long term.

left to right: Emma Middlemass, Holly Hender, Josiah Koh, Kathleen Agustin,
Chantelle Wallbridge

Aquarius Jan (20 – Feb 18)
You may see yourself waiting
around for many things this cycle.
Like recorded lectures that were
supposed to be uploaded
yesterday, for example.

Pisces (Feb 19 – Mar 20)
Don’t start doubting yourself and
your abilities yet, Pisces. Maybe
start worrying after the exam
results come out.
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